In the spirit of the EMLC conference as an European conference and in preparation of the EMLC2021 in Leuven, Kurt Ronse from IMEC and Jo Finders from ASML agreed to support the EMLC conference.

Therefore the EMLC2021 will be organized in cooperation with IMEC & ASML
Session 1 – 1st Plenary: First Keynote: Luc van den Hove, IMEC
Second Keynote: Frank E. Abboud, Intel Corporation

Session 2 – Mask Patterning & Wafer, Metrology and Process

Session 3 – 2nd Plenary: Third Keynote: Jos P.H. Benschop, ASML

Session 4 – Lithography - Part 1

Session 5 – Short Poster Presentation

Session 6 – 2nd Poster Session

Session 7 – EMLC2021 Best Poster, and Announcements from PMJ 2022 and BACUS 2022

Session 8 – Data Analytics in Manufacturing

Session 9 – Inspection & Metrology

Session 10 – Lithography – Part 2

Session 11 – Quantum Computing & Photonics
Why Leuven?

Home to KU Leuven, 7th most innovative university in the world in 2019, growing fast in quantity and quality.
Why Leuven?

A centre for education, research and innovation

- iCapital Award 2018 finalist
- KU Leuven; one of Europe’s highly ranked universities
- European Green leaf 2018
The Last Supper by Dirk Bouts
Why Leuven?

A vibrant student city with a rich beer culture

• Over 57 000 students
• Home to Stella Artois
• 240 pubs to choose from
Conference Venue

Conference Room

• 374 seats

• Located in the historic, main university building

• In the centre of Leuven

• Equipped with a modern, performant AV system
Conference Venue

Jubilee Hall

- Located next to the Conference room
- In the centre of Leuven
- Exhibition & Poster room
- Lunch & Coffee breaks
Conference Dinner: Faculty Club

- Located in the magnificent **Great Beguinage of Leuven**: UNESCO World Heritage
- Top-quality professional meeting and convention service, gourmet kitchen
- Located within walking distance from Leuven’s city centre
We are looking forward to welcome you and your colleagues at the EMLC2021, June 21-23 2021 in Leuven, Belgium
Abstract due date: April 9th 2021
www.emlc-conference.com